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The Three-Band Big Horn
Delta Loop Beams

BY LEW McCOY·. W11CP

D elta loop Antennas, Inc, recently an
nounced a new three-band De lta Loop
which I had a chance to field test and re
view. While the antenna technically could
be called a trlbanoer. I would avoid using
the term because it gives the impression
of trap beams. This is not to say that trap
beams are all bad, but any antenna ex
pert will be the first to tell you that they are
"compromise" anlennaswhen compared
to mcnobanoe-s.

The Delta Loop, or Big Horn, covered
in this review is actually three separate
beams-20, 15, and 10 meters on one
boom. And, in fact, three separate feed
lines are required, one for each beam.
However, before going into the review, let
me pass along some history and informa
tion on the Delta Loop antenna, as I was
involved with its development from al
most the start.

Harry Habig, K8ANV, a brilliant ama
teur, invented the Delta Loop back in the
1960s. Harry sent a letter to ARRL head
quarters describing a full-wave antenna
in a triangular configuration. Several of
us in the Technical Department saw the
advantage of such an antenna, and the
result was a series of articles, nearly all
written by me.

The name "Delta Loop" has an inter
esting origin. At the time, the antenna had
no name and we had arguments over a
"Three-Sided Quad" or a "Triangular
Quad" (Which are contradictions in them
servest). Then Doug De Maw, W1 FB,
came up with the name "Delta loop,"
which was both appropriate and catchy.
That's how the antenna was named. I
eventually built 20, 15, and 10 meter Del
tas and had tremendous success with
them. Doug pioneered the use of single
Delta loops on 80 meters, which are very
popular antennas today.

What makes a Delta Loop such a good
antenna? In the first place, it is a full 
wavelength antenna (as is a quad) rather
than a half wavelength. The effective
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This is the three-band Delta mounted on
the 50 foot lower. As discussed in the
text, the top radiating portions of the an
tenna are much higher-70 plus feet on

20 meters, for example.

aperture (some amateurs like to use the
term "capture area," but there really is
no such thing) is twice that of a hall wave
length. That and other factors make the
gain of the antenna almost 2 dB over a
half-wavelength dipole. Second is the
fact (and it is a fact regardless of what
you may read or hear)that the angle of ra
diation is slightly lower than a half-wave
length antenna.

Some years back there was a series of
articles in OST on stacking half-wave
length antennas and the changes in angle
patterns derived from stacking (also the
gain derived). Jim Lawson's book Vagi
Antenna Design also has a complete
chapter on beam stacking. If you look at
the configuration of a full-wave quad
loop, the current points of the antenna
are at the center of the bottom and the
center of the top. Depending on the
quad's configuration, diamond or square,
the minimum current spacing point with
the square configuration would be about
'h wavelength or more. The diamond or
Delta form would give greater spacing.

Slightly more than half-wave length spac
ing provides the greater gain, but even at
one-quarter spacing the gain is there, and
more important, in many cases the angle
of radiation is lower. With quarter-wave
spacing of the current points the angle is
lowered by only a few degrees. In many
cases, however, a few degrees, particu
larly on long-distance OX, can be the dif
ference between working and not work·
ing a station.

Those few degrees may not be much,
but it can be enough on long hops to make
one big difference, even to the point of
eliminating one extra hop and the resul
tant signal attenuation. I frankly think this
is why quads (or even better, Delta loops)
"open" a band sooner and are the last to
be heard when a band goes dead. Note
that in the last sentence I said, "or even
better, Delta l oops." Simply, the current
points are farther apart (better stacking)
than in a quad. The triangular configura
tion does that for us.

The Delta Loop is also similar to the
quad in that it is a closed loop, has Low O,
and is inherently broad band. Clarence
Moore, the inventor of the quad, devised
the quad looking for an antenna that
would not be subjected to corona prob
lems at extremely high altitudes (Quito,
Ecuador). The Lcw-O closed loop did that
and also offered a lower noise antenna
than a half-wavelength Yagi beam.

The Delta loop is also beneficial in that
it provides us with a much higher antenna
than a recutar Vagi for the same tower
height. Always keep in mind that one of
the radiating or current points of the
Delta loop is at the center of the top. For
example, in this review the tower used is
a 50 footer. Actually, on 20 meters the
Delta arms go up another 2D-plus feet,
putting our 20 meter fields at 70 feet!

The Big Horn Delta Loop that wetested
is a two-element beam on 20 and 15, and
three elements on 10. The company
makes several versions of monobanders
- two-, tbree-, and even four-element
jobs-but the three-band antenna is one
of their newer products. Let me first say a
word about the Big Horn company. It is
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together and another 2 hours to raise it up
the tower and install it in place. There are
two trian gular-shaped plates that are
mounted on the mast from your lower
(see photo). When the antenna is hoisted
into place , bolts are slipped through this
triangular fixture, making the whole sys
tem a hinged arrangement. The antenna
can then be swung over to its permanent
position (or swung over with the boom
parallel totne tower in the event you want
to work on the beams).

The antenna elements are color-coded
for bands and for driven, reflector, or di
rector elements , so putting them togeth
er is easy.The instruction manual is more
than adequate and gives a check-off
step-by-step procedure for construct ion.
To give the reader an idea, I quote from
the part about mounting the elements to
the boom: " Note: Refe r to the Element
Assembly photograph. Observe that the
elements are assembled on the boom
(from the rear of the array) in the following
order : (1) 20 meter reflector, (2) 10 meter
reflector , (3) 15 meter reflector, (4) 10
meter driven with gamma facing out
ward , etc ." The rest of the manual is just
as easy to follow.

Big Horn doesn't go into gain figures in
any detail in the manual, and I can't help
but admire Bob , KA1UJ, who tells me he
wants to avoid gain arguments. However,
from my own experience with antennas I
am not reluctant to do so. The 20 meter
and 15 meter beams, two elements each,
consisting of a reflector and a director
should easily produce an honest 7.0 dB
gain plus as measured against a half
wave dipole. On 10 mete rs, with three el
ements,you can count on over 9 dB. Both
theory and previous range measure
ments have verified these figures.

In front-to-back measurements more
arguments exist than in anything else .
The tront-to-oack attenuation will depend
on the angle of the signal being received.
In some cases FIB could be Zilch, and in
other cases (same antenna) it can be un-

Here is one of the element supports.

mechanical problems. Being aware of
this lact, you can bet I examined all the
hardware on this antenna. I guarantee it
is all stainless . Additionally, the antenna
uses solid machined parts , not castings.
All aluminum tubing is Al6061-T, which
is the highest possible quality.

The antenna is shipped via UPS, and
ours arrived in line shape. We laid out the
parts on the ground, and construction
time (there were three of us ; I read the di
rections while the other two guys did all
the work) was 2 hours to put the antenna

Getting ready to go to work ! The antenna comes in two cartons.

owned by Bob Hobert. KA1UJ. who is a
very active Dxer. His company manufac
tures aircraft and missile components, so
Bob sets some pretty high mechanical
standards for his products. For example,
all the hardware on his ante nnas is stain
less steel-and I do mean all stainless.
Recently. an amateur complained 10 me
about another antenna manufacturer
who advertised stainless hardware, and
most of it was. But the screws that held
tne elements were not, and they rusted
out . causing all kinds of electrical and

The V-shaped pieces are the boom mounting units that support the elements. The tri
angular piece is one of the units for supporting the boom to the mast.
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This is the boom/mast support. By removing three bolts, the boom can be swung over
on the fourth bolt. We tested this on the tower and it worked FB.

AI/together, ready to go up.

The ' F l y ing Horse"
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believable . I have made many tests on all
three bands using the 5 meters of three
different popular modern transceivers.
Some signals that were 59 or more off the
front were actually not readable or inau
dible off the back. In other cases the FIB
might have been only a couple of 5 units.
But I should pause here and state that
there were no instances of less than two

S units on any signal Of any band. What I
am really saying is that it is impossible to
put a hard and fast trent-to-beck ratio on
any beam. In the best cases these beams
showed as much as 40 to 50 dB FIB. and
probably 10 dB for worst case.

What I just said should have been said
a long time ago simply because antenna
manufacturers are put into an impossible

CIRCLE 127ON READER SERVICE CARO
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Fig. 1- Manufac turer SWR curves. We found them to be identical in most respects in
our tests.
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OX, Pacific ," signing W1lCP/Po rtable .
New Mexico . Yeh. You guessed it. a
whole slew of East Coast USA amateurs
called me! So much for tront-to-oack .
However . 1did pick out a Zland then a VK
who called. They were not reluctant to
have metest the beam. and in both cases
they gave me 519 off the fr ont and inaudi
ble off the back .What did I say about FIB?
I then moved the beam around and
worked a bunch of JAs. Incidentall y, I was
running about 100 walls. I got the usua l
" You are the loudest station f rom the
States" Irom one JA Next , we moved to
10 and worked a bunch 01 South Ameri
cans, and then up to 20 to do likewise.

He re are some more vital statistics.
The turning radius is 14 feet, and the
boom length 13 leet 6 inches. The ere
ment arm lengths are: 12 fee t on 10 , 16
feet on 15, and 24 feet on 20. On a 50 foot
tower w ith the boom at the top of Ihe tow
er, the top ot the antenna (20 meters) is at
70 feet plus. The weight of the antenna is
81 pounds.Just a few days alter instal ling
the antenna we had winds of 60 m iles per
hour (not unusual here at 6500 feet on the
Continental Divide). The antenna rode
the storm as if there was no wind at all.
(Nothing like an aircraft manulacturer to
make an antenna') Power rating on the
beams is 2 KW PEP. but 1see nothing Ihat
wouldn 't take more power if we could run
that much. If the FCC is reading this I am
on ly joking, but the antenna is very rug
qed. One last feature if I fai led to mention
it earlier is that the Delta loop is not as
likely to receive rain and snow static be
cause it is a closed low 0 loop.

The price c lass for the three-bander is
$769 .00. It is manufactured by Della
loops Antennas, 44 Old State Rd , Unit
-18 , New Milford, CT 06776 (pnone 800
223-3718 or 203-355-3718) . A catalog is
available on request. M!I

position by amateurs. The amateurs want
to know what the trcnt-tooack is, and the
manufacturer is laced with providing an
honest answer that is impossible to give.

This is also true of sta nding-wave-ratio
figures. II is impossible to manufacture
an antenna that will provide a perfect
matched condilion lor all locations (un
less the antenna is a dummy load!). A
manufacturer makes an antenna, his en
gineers design a match ing system, they
lest the antenna at 50 feet , for example (a
popular height), and they set the match
tor this height. However,what many ama
teurs fail to reali ze is tnat the impedance
of an antenna is pr imar ily determined by
its height above g round, a good conduct
ing ground, plus the proximity of the
antenna to nea rby objects. No two instal
lations a re iden tical , and of course this
puts the manufacture r ina bind . It is really
a catch 22situation. Well , 1gotlhat off my
chest. Like 1said. the tront-to-oack on a
Delta loop beam, as with any beam, can
be outstanding on some signals and not
so good on others .

When we got the antenna up and feed
lines connected. my natural inclination
was logo looking for OX. I hadn 't listened
with a Delta loop for nearly zoveare . and
1had forgotten how " quiet" the antenna
was . We did the usual th ing of switching
bands , turning the antenna to see about
the tront-tooack. and so on . There was
no doubt in my m ind thai here was a really
impressive antenna ,

The next step was to check out the
match.The Big Horn uses individual gam
ma matches, and we quickly went
through the three bands and found that
we matched the rnanutacture rs curve
(fig. 1). It was late in the afternoon New
Mexico time and we found that atl three
bands were open. I tr ied 15 first . aiming
the beam at the Pacific and called " CO
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